RESPONSE TO THE TCCON POLICY

Let me apologize for the oversight with the TCCON policy. The compliance with the TCCON policy has been alleviated as during the revision we had been contacted by the TCCON co-chair, Asia/Oceania (Nicholas Deutscher). Under his assistance, we followed the TCCON Data License and policies and shared the material of the manuscript with all PIs of the TCCON network and those who were interested, provided their interactive comments. We have also added the missing references required by the TCCON policies to the current version. Moreover, we have offered coauthorship to the TCCON researchers responsible for composing TCCON collective feedback. However, so far, all the TCCON researchers decided to keep providing comments without becoming coauthor for this manuscript.

For more detailed information about tailored amendments to the TCCON community comments, see our response to the TCCON comments, please.